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Abstract. For an integer w ≥ 2, a radix 2 representation is called a
width-w nonadjacent form (w-NAF, for short) if each nonzero digit is an
odd integer with absolute value less than 2w−1, and of any w consecutive
digits, at most one is nonzero. In elliptic curve cryptography, the w-NAF
window method is used to efficiently compute nP where n is an integer
and P is an elliptic curve point. We introduce a new family of radix 2
representations which use the same digits as the w-NAF but have the
advantage that they result in a window method which uses less memory.
This memory savings results from the fact that these new representations
can be deduced using a very simple left-to-right algorithm. Further, we
show that like the w-NAF, these new representations have a minimal
number of nonzero digits.

1 Window Methods

An operation fundamental to elliptic curve cryptography is scalar multiplication;
that is, computing nP for an integer, n, and an elliptic curve point, P . A number
of different algorithms have been proposed to perform this operation efficiently
(see Ch. 3 of [4] for a recent survey). A variety of these algorithms, known as
window methods, use the approach described in Algorithm 1.1.

For example, suppose D = {0, 1, 3, 5, 7}. Using this digit set, Algorithm 1.1
first computes and stores P, 3P, 5P and 7P . After a D-radix 2 representation of
n is computed its digits are read from left to right by the “for” loop and nP
is computed using doubling and addition operations (and no subtractions). One
way to compute a D-radix 2 representation of n is to slide a 3-digit window from
right to left across the {0, 1}-radix 2 representation of n (see Section 4).

Using negative digits takes advantage of the fact that subtracting an elliptic
curve point can be done just as efficiently as adding it. Suppose now that D =
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{0,±1,±3}. Then Algorithm 1.1 computes and stores P and 3P . As before, a
D-radix 2 representation of n can computed by sliding a window of width 3 from
right to left across the {0, 1}-radix 2 representation of n (see Section 4). After
this representation is computed its digits are read from left to right and nP is
computed using doubling, addition and subtraction operations.

Algorithm 1.1: radix-2-window-method(n, P )

fix a set of digits, D ⊂ Z.
for each d ∈ D with d > 0
do Pd ← dP

compute and store a representation (a`−1 . . . a1a0)2 = n with ai ∈ D.
Q←∞
for i = `− 1 . . . 0

do


Q← 2Q
if ai 6= 0

then

if ai > 0
then Q← Q + Pai

else Q← Q− P−ai

return Q

Blake, Seroussi and Smart [1], Cohen, Miyaji and Ono [2] and Solinas [9]
independently suggested a specialization of Algorithm 1.1 called the width-w
nonadjacent form window method (this terminology is due to Solinas). We in-
troduce it now.

For an integer w ≥ 2, a radix 2 representation is called a width-w nonadjacent
form (w-NAF, for short) if it satisfies the following conditions:

1. Each nonzero digit is an odd integer with absolute value less than 2w−1.
2. Of any w consecutive digits, at most one is nonzero.

For example, the number 42 has a 3-NAF since the representation (3003̄0)2 (note
that 1̄ denotes −1, 3̄ denotes −3, etc.) satisfies conditions 1 and 2, and

(3003̄0)2 = 3 · 24 + 0 · 23 + 0 · 22 − 3 · 21 + 0 · 20 = 42.

When w = 2, w-NAF coincides with the well known nonadjacent form [3]. Be-
cause of this, the w-NAF may be regarded as a generalization of the ordinary
NAF. As with the ordinary NAF, an integer n has exactly one w-NAF, and it
can be efficiently computed; hence, we refer to the w-NAF of n.

Let Dw be the set of w-NAF digits; that is,

Dw := {0} ∪ {d ∈ Z : d odd, |d| < 2w−1}.

If, in Algorithm 1.1, the digit set Dw is used and the representation (a`−1 . . . a1a0)2
is always chosen to be a w-NAF, then this is the w-NAF window method.
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One advantage of using the w-NAF of an integer is that it has a minimal
number of nonzero digits [7]. A nonzero integer has an infinite number of Dw-
radix 2 representations and any of these representation could be used in Algo-
rithm 1.1. However, the choice of representation affects the performance of the
algorithm. In the “for” loop, an addition/subtraction operation is performed for
every nonzero digit of (a`−1 . . . a1a0)2. It is thus desirable to use a Dw-radix 2
representation of n with as few nonzero digits as possible. No other Dw-radix 2
representation of an integer has fewer nonzero digits than its w-NAF.

The w-NAF of an integer is computed by sliding a window of width w from
right to left across the {0, 1}-radix 2 representation of n (see Section 4). This
procedure deduces the digits of the w-NAF from right to left; however, the “for”
loop of Algorithm 1.1 reads these digits from left to right. This means that the
w-NAF of n must be computed and stored in its entirety before computations
inside the “for” loop can begin.

This problem of opposing directions occurs in many window methods and
has been lamented by both Müller [8] and Solinas [9]. If the algorithm which
computes the Dw-radix 2 representation of n worked in the same direction as
the “for” loop, Algorithm 1.1 could be modified so that it uses less memory. In
that case, it would be unnecessary to store the representation (a`−1 . . . a1a0)2
since its digits could be computed inside the “for” loop as they are needed. This
savings is most relevant for memory constrained devices like smartcards.

Suppose we attempt deduce the digits of the w-NAF of n from left to right. If
we pursue an analogy with the right-to-left algorithm, we might try to determine
the digits of the w-NAF by sliding a window of fixed width from left to right
across the {0, 1}-radix 2 representation of n. Unfortunately, this method cannot
succeed since it is always possible to choose an input for which such an algorithm
will fail to produce a w-NAF output. There are, however, other Dw-radix 2
representations which can be computed in this manner and are just as efficient
as the w-NAF.

We propose a new family of Dw-radix 2 representations and prove that, like
the w-NAFs, these representations have a minimal number of nonzero digits.
The digits of these representations can be deduced from left to right and thus
can be used to reduce the memory requirements of Algorithm 1.1.

Joye and Yen [5] give a surprisingly elegant left-to-right algorithm for com-
puting the digits of a {0,±1}-radix 2 representation of an integer. They also
prove that the representations constructed by this algorithm have a minimal
number of nonzero digits. Their results apply to the digit set D2, whereas ours
apply to arbitrary Dw with w ≥ 2. Our approach is quite different and appears
to simplify some of Joye and Yen’s theory.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe our
new algorithm. In Section 3, we prove that the outputs of the algorithm have a
minimal number of nonzero digits, and in Section 4, we discuss how the algorithm
can be implemented efficiently. We close with a few remarks.
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2 The Algorithm

In order to motivate our algorithm, we begin by describing a simple method
of computing the usual {0, 1}-radix 2 representation of a positive integer. This
could be used if an integer were represented in some other way; for example, if
we wanted to convert from radix 10 to radix 2.

Suppose we want to deduce the digits of the {0, 1}-radix 2 representation
of 233 from left to right. This is easily done by subtracting powers of 2. The
number n = 233 is small enough so that we can quickly determine 2blg nc; this is
the power of 2 closest to, but not larger than, n. Once we determine 2blg nc, we
replace n with n− 2blg nc and then repeat these steps until we reach 0. Doing so
gives us

n 2blg nc

233 128 = 27

105 64 = 26

41 32 = 25

9 8 = 23

1 1 = 20 .

Thus, we find that

233 = 27 + 26 + 25 + 23 + 20 = (11101001)2.

We can modify this process so that it returns a {0, 1}-string. We begin with
a string, α, which is initially empty. In each step, we append to α a (possibly
empty) run of 0’s followed by a single 1. Doing so gives us

n 2blg nc α

233 128 = 27 α ‖ 1
105 64 = 26 α ‖ 1
41 32 = 25 α ‖ 1
9 8 = 23 α ‖ 01
1 1 = 20 α ‖ 001 .

Note that the symbol ‖ denotes concatenation. When n reaches 0, α is equal to
11101001 and we see that (α)2 = 233.

For an arbitrary nonnegative integer, we can describe this process in pseu-
docode. Let D = {0, 1} and define

C := {d · 2i : d ∈ D, i ∈ Z, i ≥ 0}.

The set C contains 0 and all positive powers of 2. Here is a description of the
procedure:

α← ε
while n 6= 0

do

c← an element in C closest to, but not larger than, n
append digits to α according to the value of c
n← n− c

return α
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Note that ε denotes the empty string.
Consider now the digit set D2 = {0,±1}. We would like to somehow deduce

the digits of a D2-radix 2 representation of an integer from left to right. We can
do this by modifying our previous procedure slightly. We first define

C2 := {d · 2i : d ∈ D2, i ∈ Z, i ≥ 0}.

Note that C2 contains both the positive and negative powers of 2. Now consider
the following procedure:

α← ε
while n 6= 0

do

c← an element in C2 closest to n
append digits to α according to the value of c
n← n− c

return α

The only change above is that the condition “closest to, but not larger than, n”
is now simply “closest to n”. If we apply this procedure to n = 233 we have

n c α

233 256 = 28 α ‖ 1
−23 −16 = −24 α ‖ 0001̄
−7 −8 = −23 α ‖ 1̄
1 1 = 20 α ‖ 001 .

When n reaches 0, α is equal to 10001̄1̄001 and we see that

(α)2 = (10001̄1̄001)2 = 28 − 24 − 23 + 20 = 233.

This same example is worked in [5] and our representation is identical to the one
computed by Joy and Yen.

This procedure does indeed deduce the digits of a {0,±1}-radix 2 represen-
tation from left to right; however, we would like it to do so efficiently. This leads
us to consider how difficult it is to identify an element in C2 closest to n. If we
know

1. whether n is positive or negative, and
2. the {0, 1}-radix 2 representation of |n|,

then this is not difficult at all. For example, 233 is positive and |233| = (11101001)2.
The most significant digit of this representation tells us that

27 ≤ 233 < 28

and the two most significant digits together tell us that 233 is as close as, or
closer, to 28 than 27. If this procedure is implemented in digital hardware, then,
most likely, facts 1. and 2. are already known for a given input, n. Moreover, if
we have the {0, 1}-radix 2 representation of |n| then from it we can determine
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the {0, 1}-radix 2 representation of |n− c|. For example,
∣∣233− 28

∣∣ = 23 and
the {0, 1}-radix 2 representation of 23 is deduced by simply xor-ing each digit,
except the least significant, of the {0, 1}-radix 2 representation of 233 with 1:

233 = (11101001)2∣∣233− 28
∣∣ = 23 = (00010111)2.

In this case, |c| > |n|; if |c| ≤ |n| then the representation of |n− c| is deduced
by just changing the most significant digit of the {0, 1}-radix 2 representation
of |n| to 0.

In the general case, we would like to construct Dw-radix 2 representations
from left to right for arbitrary w ≥ 2. Here is a procedure which does so:

Algorithm 2.1: MSFw(n)

comment: w ≥ 2, Dw = {0} ∪ {d ∈ Z : d odd, |d| < 2w−1}, and
Cw = {d · 2i : d ∈ Dw, i ∈ Z, i ≥ 0}

α← ε
while n 6= 0

do

c← an element in Cw closest to n
append digits to α according to the value of c
n← n− c

return α

As in the case for w = 2, this procedure can be implemented efficiently by
examining the w most significant digits of the {0, 1}-radix 2 representation of
|n|. (A description of how digits are appended to α will be provided a bit later.)
We call this procedure MSFw(n).

We have given this procedure the title “Algorithm”. To justify this we must
show that MSFw(n) terminates for all n ∈ Z. If n = 0, then MSFw(n) clearly
terminates, so we need only consider n 6= 0. To finish the argument we need a
Lemma.

Lemma 1. Let n be a nonzero integer. If c is an element in Cw closest to n,
then

|n− c| ≤ 2blg|n|c

2w−1
.

Proof. We will assume n > 0; the proof for n < 0 is similar. First, suppose
n < 2w−1. If n is odd then n ∈ Dw and hence n = n · 20 ∈ Cw. If n is even then
n = d · 2i for some i < w − 1 and d ∈ Dw and hence n = d · 2i ∈ Cw. Thus, if
n < 2w−1 and c is closest to n then c = n. So, n − c = 0 and the inequality is
valid.

Consider the closed interval [2w−2, 2w−1]. This interval contains exactly 2w−2+
1 integers and, as we have just seen, each one is in Cw. More generally, for
i ≥ w− 2, the interval [2i, 2i+1] contains exactly 2w−2 +1 elements of Cw. More-
over, these elements partition the interval into 2w−2 subintervals of equal length.
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Now, suppose n ≥ 2w−1. The integer n lies in the interval [2blg nc, 2blg nc+1]
which has length 2blg nc. Since blg nc ≥ w − 1, this interval contains exactly
2w−2 +1 elements of Cw. These elements partition this interval into subintervals
of length 2blg nc/2w−2. The integer n lies in a subinterval with endpoint c. Since
both endpoints of this subinterval are in Cw, we have

|n− c| ≤ 1/2 · (2blg nc/2w−2) = 2blg nc/2w−1.

Since n is positive, we have that |n| = n, and this gives us the desired inequality.
ut

To show that MSFw(n) terminates for n 6= 0, it suffices to show that |n| >
|n− c|. Suppose to the contrary that |n| ≤ |n− c|. Then

|n| ≤ |n− c|
=⇒ |n| ≤ 2blg|n|c/2w−1 (by Lemma 1)

=⇒ 2blg|n|c ≤ 2blg|n|c/2w−1

=⇒ 1 ≤ 1/2w−1

=⇒ w ≤ 1.

However, this is a contradiction because w ≥ 2. So, the sequence formed by
taking the absolute value of the variable n during the execution of MSFw(n) is
strictly decreasing. Thus, the variable n must reach 0, and so MSFw(n) termi-
nates for all n ∈ Z.

The string α returned by MSFw(n) has been defined somewhat informally.
We present a more rigorous definition based on the values that the variable c
assumes during the execution of MSFw(n). For an input, n, we define α =
. . . a2a1a0 to be the string such that

ai :=

{
d if c assumes the value d · 2i at some point in the algorithm,

0 otherwise.
(1)

Clearly, each ai ∈ Dw, and so α is a Dw-string. There is, however, one possible
problem with this definition. Suppose c assumes the two distinct values d0 · 2i

and d1 · 2i which share the same power of 2. In that case, the value of ai is
undefined. Fortunately, this problem never occurs.

Lemma 2. Let c0, c1 and n be nonzero integers such that c0 is an element in
Cw closest to n and c1 is an element in Cw closest to n − c0. If c0 = d02i0 and
c1 = d12i1 with d0, d1 ∈ Dw, then i0 > i1.

Proof. We begin by bounding |c0|. Since |n| lies in the interval [2blg|n|c, 2blg|n|c+1]
and both endpoints of this interval are in Cw we have

2blg|n|c ≤ |c0| ≤ 2blg|n|c+1

=⇒ 2blg|n|c ≤ |d0| 2i0 ≤ 2blg|n|c+1.
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Thus,

|d0| = 1 =⇒ i0 = blg |n|c or blg |n|c+ 1, and
|d0| > 1 =⇒ i0 = blg |n|c − blg |d0|c .

Since d0 ∈ Dw, |d0| < 2w−1 and thus blg |d0|c ∈ {0, 1, . . . w − 2}. From these
implications we can conclude that

i0 ∈ {blg |n|c − w + 2, . . . , blg |n|c+ 1}.

In the same way, we can deduce that

i1 ∈ {blg |n− c0|c − w + 2, . . . , blg |n− c0|c+ 1}.

Now, by Lemma 1, we have

|n− c0| ≤ 2blg|n|c−w+1

=⇒ 2blg|n−c0|c ≤ 2blg|n|c−w+1

=⇒ blg |n− c0|c ≤ blg |n|c − w + 1
=⇒ blg |n− c0|c+ 1 ≤ blg |n|c − w + 2.

Thus, the largest possible value of i1 is less than or equal to the smallest possible
value of i0. Hence i1 ≤ i0.

To see that i1 6= i0, first note that

|n| > |n− c0| > |(n− c0)− c1| ,

and so
|n− c0| > |n− (c0 + c1)| .

Thus, the integer c0 + c1 is closer to n than c0 is. If i1 = i0, then

c0 + c1 = (d0 + d1)2i0 .

Since d0 and d1 are both odd, d0 + d1 = d · 2i for some d ∈ Dw \ {0} and i ≥ 1.
Thus, c0 + c1 ∈ Cw. However, this contradicts the fact that c0 is closest to n. So
it must be that i1 6= i0, and hence i1 < i0, as required. ut

By Lemma 2, the string α is well defined. Moreover, as we saw in our earlier
examples, Lemma 2 tells us that α can be constructed using operations of the
form

α← α ‖ 0td where t ≥ 0, d ∈ Dw, d > 0.

Actually, we should be a bit more precise here. If n is odd, then α can be
constructed using only operations like the one above; however, if n is even, then
α will need to have a run of zeros appended to it before it is returned.

From the definition given in (1) we can now show that the string returned
by MSFw(n) is in fact a Dw-radix 2 representation of n (i.e., the algorithm
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is correct). Let S be the set of values that the variable c assumes during the
execution of MSFw(n). For α = . . . a1a0 we have

(α)2 =
∑
i≥0

ai2i =
∑

i
ai 6=0

ai2i =
∑
c∈S

c = n.

The representation returned by MSFw(n) for a given value of n is not neces-
sarily unique. For example, when w = 3, D3 = {0,±1,±3} and for n = 5 we see
that both 4 = 22 and 6 = 3 · 21 are elements in C3 closest to 5. Thus, MSF3(5)
will return one of the representations

(101)2 or (31̄)2.

From the description of Algorithm 2.1, it is apparent that MSFw(n) will have
more than one possible output only when some value of the variable n has more
than one closest element in Cw. This occurs only when a value of the variable n
is the midpoint between neighbouring elements of Cw.

We argue that there are at most two distinct outputs of MSFw(n) for any
n ∈ Z. Imagine a list of outputs of MSFw(n). Let i0 be the largest value of i
such that two outputs differ at digit i. If i0 does not exist then all the outputs
are the same; otherwise, let α = . . . a2a1a0 and β = . . . b2b1b0 be two outputs
with ai0 6= bi0 . Let

n′ = n−
∑
i>i0

ai2i = n−
∑
i>i0

bi2i.

One of ai0 and bi0 is nonzero. We assume, without loss of generality, that ai0 6= 0.
Let c0 = ai02

i0 . The value c0 is an element in Cw is closest to n′. Since ai0 6= bi0

there must be another value, say c1, closest to n′, and this value must be encoded
as the most significant nonzero digit of the string bi0 . . . b1b0. Since both c0 and
c1 are closest to n′, n′ must be the midpoint between c0 and c1. Thus, |n′ − c0|
is as large as possible, so by Lemma 1 we have

|n′ − c0| = |n′ − c1| = 2blg|n
′|c−w+1.

Let t = blg |n′|c−w+1. Since n′−c0 = ±2t, n′−c0 ∈ Cw and n′−c0 is the unique
element in Cw closest to n′ − c0. Similarly, n′ − c1 is the unique element in Cw
closest to n′−c1. Thus, the least significant nonzero digits of α and β correspond
to the values n′ − c0 and n′ − c1; that is, the least significant nonzero digits of
α and β are at and bt where one of at, bt is 1 and the other −1 (note that the
example above has this property). Thus, there just two kinds of outputs: ones
that encode c0 and ones that encode c1.

From the preceding discussion, we can derive the following Lemma:

Lemma 3. Let α and β be two outputs of MSFw(n). Then α and β have the
same number of nonzero digits.

Proof. If α = β then there is nothing to prove, so we can assume α 6= β. Let

α = . . . ai0 . . . a1a0 and β = . . . bi0 . . . b1b0,
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where i0 is the largest value of i such that ai 6= bi. From our discussion above,
the strings ai0 . . . a1a0 and bi0 . . . b1b0 each contain exactly two nonzero digits.
Thus α and β have the same number of nonzero digits. ut

It is possible to implement Algorithm 2.1 in such a way that it returns a
unique representation for every n ∈ Z. For example, if c0 and c1 are both closest
to n then we might resolve this ambiguity by always choosing the one of larger
absolute value. Because of Lemma 3, we know that, however Algorithm 2.1 is
implemented, all outputs will have the same number of nonzero digits (for a
given input). In fact, any representation of n constructed by Algorithm 2.1 will
have a minimal number of nonzero digits. Proving this fact is the topic of the
next section.

3 Minimality

If α is a string of digits, we denote the number of nonzero digits in α by wt(α). We
will refer to wt(α) as the weight of the string α. The set of all strings composed
of digits in Dw is denoted by Dw

∗. For an integer n, we define

wt∗(n) := min{wt(α) : α ∈ Dw
∗, (α)2 = n}.

So, wt∗(n) is the minimum number of nonzero digits required to represent n
using a Dw-radix 2 representation. If α ∈ Dw

∗ and (α)2 = n then it must be
that wt(α) ≥ wt∗(n); if wt(α) = wt∗(n) we say that α has minimal weight.

In this section, we will prove the following Theorem:

Theorem 4. Let w ≥ 2 be an integer. For any n ∈ Z, the representation re-
turned by MSFw(n) has a minimal number of nonzero digits.

It will be convenient to let MSFw(n) denote a string returned by the algorithm
on input n. To prove Theorem 4 we will show that for any n ∈ Z, wt(MSFw(n)) =
wt∗(n). In doing so, we will make use of a number of short Lemmas concerning
the functions wt∗(n) and wt(MSFw(n)).

Lemma 5. If n is even then wt∗(n) = wt∗(n/2).

Proof. Let (. . . a2a1a0)2 be a minimal weight representation of n. Since n is even,
a0 = 0 and so (. . . a2a1)2 = n/2. Thus, wt∗(n/2) ≤ wt∗(n). Let (. . . b2b1b0)2
be a minimal weight representation of n/2. Then (. . . b2b1b00)2 = n and so
wt∗(n) ≤ wt∗(n/2). ut

For any n ∈ Z, there exist a unique pair of integers, q and r, such that

n = q · 2w + r where − 2w−1 < r ≤ 2w−1.

We will denote this value of r by “n mods 2w”. For example, if w = 3 then
13 mods 23 = −3. Note that if n is odd then so is n mods 2w. As well, when
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n > 0 it must be that q ≥ 0, and similarly, when n < 0, q ≤ 0. So, for n 6= 0, we
have q/n ≥ 0.

If we write n = q · 2w + r with r = n mods 2w then q · 2w is a multiple of 2w

closest to n. We will make use of this fact later on.
The w-NAF of an integer has minimal weight [7]. If n is odd then the least

significant digit of its w-NAF is equal to n mods 2w. From this fact, we can
deduce the following Lemma:

Lemma 6. If n is odd and r = n mods 2w, then wt∗(n) = 1 + wt∗((n− r)/2).

Lemma 6 can proved in the same way as Lemma 5.
To show that wt(MSFw(n)) = wt∗(n), we will argue by induction on |n|. For

n odd, it is thus useful to establish that |(n− r)/2| < |n|.

Lemma 7. Let n be an odd integer and let r = n mods 2w. Then∣∣∣∣n− r

2

∣∣∣∣ < |n| .

Proof. If |n| < 2w−1 then n mods 2w = n. Thus,∣∣∣∣n− r

2

∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣n− n

2

∣∣∣∣ = 0 < |n| .

So we can assume that |n| ≥ 2w−1. Let q be the integer such that n = q · 2w + r.
Since n is nonzero, we have∣∣∣∣n− r

2

∣∣∣∣ < |n| ⇐⇒
∣∣∣∣n− r

n

∣∣∣∣ < 2 ⇐⇒
∣∣∣ q

n

∣∣∣ 2w < 2.

Suppose to the contrary that
∣∣ q
n

∣∣ 2w ≥ 2. The integers q and n have the same
sign, thus ∣∣∣ q

n

∣∣∣ 2w ≥ 2 =⇒ q

n
2w ≥ 2

=⇒ q

n
2w +

r

n
≥ 2 +

r

n

=⇒ 1 ≥ 2 +
r

n
. (2)

Because r = n mods 2w, we know that −2w−1 < r ≤ 2w−1. However, n is odd,
so r is odd and we have the slightly tighter bound −2w−1 < r < 2w−1. Since
|n| ≥ 2w−1 we have 1 ≥ 2w−1/ |n|, thus

−2w−1 < r < 2w−1 =⇒ −2w−1

|n|
<

r

|n|
<

2w−1

|n|

=⇒ − 1 <
r

|n|
< 1

=⇒ − 1 <
r

n
< 1.

Since r/n > −1, if we continue from (2) we arrive at the contradiction 1 > 1.
Thus,

∣∣ q
n

∣∣ 2w < 2 and this is equivalent to the desired result. ut
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We now give two Lemmas which involve the function wt(MSFw(n)).

Lemma 8. If n is an even integer then wt(MSFw(n)) = wt(MSFw(n/2)).

Proof. If n = 0 then the result is clearly true, so we can assume n 6= 0. Let
α = a`−1 . . . a2a1a0 be an output of MSFw(n) with a`−1 6= 0. Since n is even
and n = (α)2 it must be that a0 = 0. Thus, the strings α and α′ = a`−1 . . . a2a1

have the same weight. We show α′ is an output of MSFw(n/2), and then the
result follows from Lemma 3.

Let c = a`−12`−1; c is an element in Cw closest to n. Since a0 = 0 and
a`−1 6= 0 it must be that `− 1 ≥ 1, and so c is even. Thus, c/2 ∈ Cw. Now,

c is closest to n =⇒ c/2 is closest to n/2,

so there is an output of MSFw(n/2) where the most significant nonzero digit en-
codes c/2 = a`−12`−2. By repeating this argument, we see that α′ = a`−1 . . . a2a1

is indeed an output of MSFw(n/2). This proves the result. ut

Lemma 9. If c is an element of Cw closest to n, then wt(MSFw(n)) = 1 +
wt(MSFw(n− c)).

Lemma 9 follows from the description of Algorithm 2.1.
Now we have everything we need to prove our main result.

Proof (of Theorem 4). We show that for any n ∈ Z,

wt(MSFw(n)) = wt∗(n) . (3)

When n = 0, MSFw(n) returns the empty string; thus

wt(MSFw(0)) = 0 = wt∗(0) . (4)

Also, if n is even then from Lemmas 5 and 8 we have

wt(MSFw(n)) = wt∗(n) ⇐⇒ wt(MSFw(n/2)) = wt∗(n/2) . (5)

Thus, if we can show that (3) holds for all n with |n| ≥ 1 and n odd, then by
(4) and (5), it holds for all n.

Let n be an odd nonzero integer. We argue by induction on |n|. For our base
cases, we consider the values of n that satisfy 1 ≤ |n| < 22w−1. We deal with
this interval in two parts.

First, suppose 1 ≤ |n| < 2w−1. Then n ∈ Dw (because n is odd) and thus
wt(MSFw(n)) = 1. Any odd integer n has wt∗(n) ≥ 1, thus we see that

wt(MSFw(n)) = 1 = wt∗(n) .

Next, suppose 2w−1 ≤ |n| < 22w−1. Note that blg |n|c ≤ 2w − 2. Let c be
an element in Cw closest to n. Note that c must be even since |n| ≥ 2w−1. By
Lemma 1, we have

|n− c| ≤ 2blg|n|c−w+1. (6)
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However,
blg |n|c ≤ 2w − 2 =⇒ blg |n|c − w + 1 ≤ w − 1,

and so
|n− c| ≤ 2w−1.

Since n is odd and c is even, n − c is odd and thus, n − c ∈ Dw. So Algorithm
2.1 uses just two elements of Cw to represent n (namely, c and n − c); thus
wt(MSFw(n)) = 2. Any odd integer n with |n| > 2w−1 (i.e., n 6∈ Dw) has
wt∗(n) ≥ 2, and from this we see that

wt(MSFw(n)) = 2 = wt∗(n) .

With our base cases established, we now consider n odd with |n| ≥ 22w−1.
Note that blg |n|c ≥ 2w − 1. Let c be an element in Cw closest to n and let
r = n mods 2w. We claim that c is also closest to n − r. To see this, first note
that n lies in one of the intervals

[2blg|n|c, 2blg|n|c+1] or [−2blg|n|c,−2blg|n|c+1].

From the proof of Lemma 2, we know that all elements of Cw in these intervals
have the form d · 2i with d ∈ Dw and

i ∈ {blg |n|c − w + 2, . . . , blg |n|c , blg |n|c+ 1}.

Thus,
i ≥ blg |n|c − w + 2 ≥ 2w − 1− w + 2 = w + 1,

and so 2w+1 divides c. There are two neighbouring elements of Cw, say c0 and
c1, such that n ∈ [c0, c1]. Let m be the midpoint of [c0, c1]. We have

2w+1|c0 and 2w+1|c1 =⇒ 2w+1|(c0 + c1)

=⇒ 2w|c0 + c1

2
=⇒ 2w|m.

So c0, c1 and m are all multiples of 2w. One of c0 or c1 is equal to c. If c = c0,
then n ∈ [c,m]; whereas, if c = c1, then n ∈ [m, c]. In either case, it can be
shown that n− r is an element in the same closed interval (this follows because
n− r is the multiple of 2w closest to n). Thus, we see that c is closest to n− r.
Further, since both c and n− r are even, we have that

c/2 is closest to (n− r)/2. (7)

As an example, suppose that w = 4 and n = 349. The elements of C4 between
256 and 512 are 256, 320, 384, 448, 512. Therefore c = 320. On the other hand,
r = 349 mods 16 = −3, so n − r = 352 and (n − r)/2 = 176. Equation (7)
asserts that c/2 = 160 is an element of C4 closest to 176. This is indeed true,
because the elements of C4 between 128 and 256 are 128, 160, 192, 224, 256.
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Now we are ready to finish the proof. Notice that, because 2w|c, we have

n− c mods 2w = n mods 2w = r. (8)

By induction, we have that wt(MSFw(n′)) = wt∗(n′) for all n′ with |n′| < |n|.
Using this and our Lemmas, we find that

wt(MSFw(n)) = 1 + wt(MSFw(n− c)) (by Lemma 9)
= 1 + wt∗(n− c) (by induction)

= 1 + 1 + wt∗
(

(n− c)− r

2

)
(by (8) and Lemma 6)

= 1 + 1 + wt

(
MSFw

(
(n− c)− r

2

))
(by induction)

= 1 + 1 + wt

(
MSFw

(
n− r

2
− c

2

))
= 1 + wt

(
MSFw

(
n− r

2

))
(by (7) and Lemma 9)

= 1 + wt∗
(

n− r

2

)
(by induction)

= wt∗(n) (by Lemma 6).

Each of the inductive steps above is justified by either Lemma 7 or the fact that
|n− c| < |n|. This concludes the proof. ut

4 Implementations

We first review two known right-to-left sliding window methods for constructing
D-radix 2 representations. After this, we give an example of how Algorithm 2.1
can implemented using a left-to-right sliding window method.

4.1 Right-to-Left Representations

Suppose we want to deduce a radix 2 representation of the integer 379 using the
digits D = {0, 1, 3, 5, 7}. If we know the {0, 1}-radix 2 representation of 379 then
this is easily done. Consider the following table which maps 3-digit strings to
3-digit strings:

β β′

001 001
011 003
101 005
111 007

In each row of the table, the string β′ corresponds to (β)2 mod 23. Using the
{0, 1}-radix 2 representation of 379 and our table, we perform the following
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operations:

379 = (101111011)2 003
(101111011)2 007003
(101111011)2 005007003

This sequence of operations can be described by considering a 3-digit window
which slides right to left across the {0, 1}-radix 2 representation. Anytime the
digits in the window match one of the entries in the left hand column of our
table we output the corresponding 3-digit string and then advance the window
3 digits to the left. Otherwise, we output a single 0 and advance the window 1
digit to the left.

This process can also be described in terms of integer operations, as shown
in Algorithm 4.1. Note that the integer w denotes the width of the window.

Algorithm 4.1: width-w-representation(n)

α← ε
while n 6= 0

do


if n mod 2 = 1
then ai ← n mod 2w

else ai ← 0
α← ai ‖ α
n← (n− ai)/2

return α = . . . a2a1a0

Suppose that we now want to use the digits D3 = {0,±1,±3}. We can
construct a D3-radix 2 representation of 379 using a similar process. We begin
with the following table:

β c β′ c′

001 0 001 0
011 0 003 0
101 0 003̄ 1
111 0 001̄ 1
000 1 001 0
010 1 003 0
100 1 003̄ 1
110 1 001̄ 1

This table describes a map, (β, c) 7→ (β′, c′), between ordered pairs. The ordered
pairs consist of a 3-digit string and a carry, c. Notice that for each row of the
table, the string β′ corresponds to ((β)2 + c) mods 23. After initializing the
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carry to 0, we can apply these transformations using a sliding 3-digit window:

379 = (010111101
0
1)2 003

(010111
0
1011)2 001̄003

(010
1
1111011)2 0001̄003

(01
1
01111011)2 0030001̄003

Each time the contents of the window and the value of the carry match an entry
in the left hand column of our table we output the corresponding 3-digit string,
update the carry and then advance the window 3 digits to the left. Otherwise,
we output a single 0, leave the carry unchanged and advance the window 1 digit
to the left.

This process constructs an integer’s 3-NAF, and it does so using only a look-
up table. If we allow simple bit operations, like xor, the number of rows in
the table can be halved. This process can also be described in terms of integer
operations, as in Algorithm 4.2.

Algorithm 4.2: NAFw(n)

α← ε
while n 6= 0

do


if n mod 2 = 1
then ai ← n mods 2w

else ai ← 0
α← ai ‖ α
n← (n− ai)/2

return α = . . . a2a1a0

4.2 Left-to-Right Representations

Using Algorithm 2.1, we can deduce the digits of a D3-radix 2 representation
of 379 from left to right. The simple description of Algorithm 2.1 given in Sec-
tion 2 allowed us to prove a number of properties about the algorithm and its
outputs. However, when faced with the task of actually implementing the algo-
rithm in software or hardware, a description based on a look-up table may be
more convenient.
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Consider the following table

β s β′ s′

0100 0 010 0
0101 0 003 1
0110 0 003 0
0111 0 100 1
1000 1 1̄00 0
1001 1 003̄ 1
1010 1 003̄ 0
1011 1 01̄0 1

As in our previous example, this table describes a map between ordered pairs.
The relation between the strings β and β′ is based on selecting an element in
C3 closest to a certain integer. Consider, for example, the first four rows of the
table. If we add a leading zero to the {0, 1}-radix 2 representation of a positive
integer, then the four digit prefix of this representation must equal one of the
four values of β. Note that we can always extract a four digit prefix by taking
zeros from the right of the radix point when necessary. If this prefix is equal to

(0101 . . .)2 = 0 · 2` + 1 · 2`−1 + 0 · 2`−2 + 1 · 2`−3 + · · ·

then the closest element in C3 is

(0030 . . . 0)2 = 0 · 2` + 0 · 2`−1 + 3 · 2`−2.

Hence the prefix 0101 is mapped to the string 003. However, if we take a positive
integer with prefix 0101 and subtract a closest element in C3, we end up with a
negative integer. This means that we somehow need to keep track of the sign of
an integer. The variable s serves this purpose.

The last four rows of the table correspond to negative integers. Each value
of β in these rows is read using a ones’ complement notation (cf. [6], page 203),
and this is indicated by the value of the variable s. For example, consider the
fifth row of the table. The string β = 1000 corresponds to a negative integer
with a {0, 1̄}-radix 2 representation that has the prefix 01̄1̄1̄. The string 01̄1̄1̄ is
calculated from β by subtracting a string of ones. The closest element in C3 to
a negative integer with this prefix is

(1̄000 . . . 0)2 = −1 · 2`.

Hence the prefix 1000 is mapped to the string 1̄00.
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If we initialize s to 0 and slide a 4-digit window across the {0, 1}-radix 2
representation of 379, we construct a new representation as follows:

379 = (
0
0101111011.000)2 003

(010
1
1111011.000)2 0030

(0101
1
111011.000)2 00300

(01011
1
11011.000)2 003000

(010111
1
1011.000)2 00300001̄0

(010111101
1
1.000)2 00300001̄01̄.000

As in our previous examples, each time the contents of the window and the
value of s match an entry in the left hand column of our table we output the
corresponding 3-digit string, update s and then advance the window 3 digits to
the right. Otherwise, we output a single 0, leave s unchanged and advance the
window 1 digit to the right.

Note that this implementation is well defined; that is, no matter what the
input, there is never any ambiguity about what sequence of steps to take. This
is true even when the input has more than one closest element of C3. The strings
β′ in table always select the closest element of C3 that has the largest absolute
value. In fact, any implementation of Algorithm 2.1 based on examining finite
length prefixes of the {0, 1}-radix 2 representation must use this strategy for all
but a finite number of inputs (e.g., when w = 3, consider inputs of the form
n = 5 · 2i).

It is not difficult to construct a similar table for the case w = 2. Doing so
results in an implementation of Algorithm 2.1 which coincides with the algorithm
Joye and Yen give in [5].

4.3 A New Window Method

The look-up table of the previous section can be modified as follows:

β s β′ s′

0100 0 01 0
0101 0 003 1
0110 0 003 0
0111 0 1 1
1000 1 1̄ 0
1001 1 003̄ 1
1010 1 003̄ 0
1011 1 01̄ 1

In this table, the strings β′ are all of the form 0jd where d is a nonzero digit in
D3. Because the strings β′ now have different lengths we must account for this
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as we slide the window across the {0, 1}-radix 2 representation of our input. The
table can also be represented as follows:

β s j d s′

0100 0 1 1 0
0101 0 2 3 1
0110 0 2 3 0
0111 0 0 1 1
1000 1 0 1̄ 0
1001 1 2 3̄ 1
1010 1 2 3̄ 0
1011 1 1 1̄ 1

This version of the table is better suited for use with Algorithm 1.1.
Combining our implementation of Algorithm 2.1 with Algorithm 1.1 results

in the following window method for scalar multiplication:

Algorithm 4.3: w-MSF-window-method(n, P )

comment: w ≥ 2, Dw = {0} ∪ {d ∈ Z : d odd, |d| < 2w−1}
n = (b`−1 . . . b1b0)2, where bi ∈ {0, 1}
β = bi+1bi . . . bi−w+1

external T : (β, s) 7→ (j, d, s)

for each d ∈ Dw with d > 0
do Pd ← dP

Q←∞, i← `− 1, s← 0
while i ≥ 0

do



(j, d, s)← T (β, s)
Q← 2jQ
if d 6= 0

then

if d > 0
then Q← Q + Pd

else Q← Q− P−d

i← i− j
return Q

5 Remarks

In proving that our new representations have a minimal number of nonzero
digits, we essentially dealt with the following two statements concerning odd
integers:

wt∗(n) = 1 + wt∗((n− r)/2) where r = n mods 2w (9)
wt∗(n) = 1 + wt∗(n− c) where c ∈ Cw is closest to n. (10)
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In our proof, we noted that (9) is true (by the minimality of the w-NAF) and
then showed that (9) implies (10). The same arguments can be used to show that
(10) implies (9). Thus, (9) and (10) are logically equivalent, which is perhaps
surprising.

One theme which seems to recur in this work is the idea of choosing a closest
element. This a simple strategy but, as we have seen, it is also sometimes an
optimal strategy.

The w-NAF has a very simple combinatorial description. From this descrip-
tion, it is very easy to look at a representation and quickly decide whether or
not it is a w-NAF. For our new representations, this does not appear to be quite
so easy.
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